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ABSTRACT
This paper presents PostGuard: a secure email encryption solution
for communication in the private and public sectors. The novelty of
PostGuard lies in the combination of identity-based encryptionwith
a digital identity wallet. Within this setting, senders specify who
should be able to read/decrypt their emails in terms of the recipient’s
attributes (e.g., their name and/or email address). Subsequently,
recipients use the digital identity wallet app Yivi to prove that
they possess these attributes to decrypt the mails. Thus, PostGuard
reduces decryption to authentication. The underlying mental model
is: to see confidential information, you need to prove that you are
the intended recipient. The main contribution of this paper is the
working prototype of PostGuard for Outlook and Thunderbird. This
paper describes the concept, setup, implementation, and design of
PostGuard and discusses current limitations and plans for future
work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Amajor cause of privacy breaches is human error [19]. For instance,
looking at two years of data breaches in the UK, Ingham [16] has
reported that 88% of incidents were not the result of malicious ac-
tors but rather caused by human mistakes. A particularly common
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error was sending sensitive data to the wrong recipient, explaining
37% of the reported breaches. As the frequency of such incidents
shows, users need better means to make sure sensitive data can
be read only by the intended recipients. In recent years, this need
to protect sensitive data from falling into the wrong hands has
furthermore been reinforced by stringent requirements – for in-
stance, for electronic communication between doctors and patients
— in data protection regulations (like the GDPR) and in the light of
systematic mass surveillance activities of internationally operating
intelligence agencies.

From a purely technical perspective, a solution for secure com-
munication exists in the form of public key cryptography [10].
However, cryptography (and especially encryption) also imposes
the problem of key management: how to make sure that people can
easily (and securely) obtain and maintain cryptographic keys for
encryption and decryption. From a stern security perspective, the
preferred method in public key cryptography is that users them-
selves generate private-public key pairs on their own devices and
link their public key to their identity, typically via a Certificate
Authority or via a public key server. This is so complicated that it
works only for specialists and has been a show-stopper for wide-
scale adoption [14, 29].

The PostGuard project addresses the fundamental societal prob-
lem that email encryption as a technique has been available for
decades but has never been widely adopted, in large part because
of key management challenges. PostGuard aims to overcome pre-
vailing usability issues of email encryption solutions by (1) lever-
aging the inherent usability benefits of Identity-Based Encryption
(IBE) and (2) utilizing attribute-based identity management (and,
in particular, the existing, separate identity wallet app Yivi) for
authentication within the IBE system. In our setting, users do not
have to manage encryption keys themselves. Instead, to encrypt
an email, the sender specifies who should be able to read/decrypt
their emails in terms of the recipient’s attributes (e.g., their name,
email address, and/or mobile number) via a dedicated access man-
agement interface (see Figure 3). To decrypt the email, the recipient
subsequently uses the identity management app Yivi to prove that
they possess these attributes and thus are the intended recipient
(see Figure 4). Key management and encryption happen under the
hood and rely on a Trusted Third Party (TTP) (see 3.1 for details).

We are currently developing PostGuard with support from sev-
eral stakeholders in the public and private sectors. The main contri-
bution of this paper is the working prototype of an email encryption
tool for Outlook and Thunderbird. To the best of our knowledge,
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this prototype is the first that combines identity-based encryption
with a digital identity wallet. With the proposal of the European
Commission for a European Digital Identity Wallet [11]1, such
mobile wallet apps have become particularly relevant for the HCI
community. We are currently conducting a usability study of Post-
Guard, and plan to report the results in a follow-up paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
More than 40 years ago, Diffie and Hellman [10] paved the way
for secure electronic communication with the invention of public
key cryptography. By now, various tools for the encryption of
electronic documents exist. Encrypting emails, for instance, is part
of the S/MIME standard, which is supported in popular email clients
such as Outlook and Apple Mail. Similarly, the security tool PGP
("pretty good privacy") allows for encrypting emails and other types
of files. However, these tools are barely used in practice [32].

The poor adoption of secure communication tools has many
reasons, such as incorrect mental models of secure communication
and a poor understanding of the fundamental concept of end-to-end
encryption (E2EE) among potential users [2]. Furthermore, many
potential users do not trust encryption [9], are unaware that encryp-
tion tools exist [23] or do not know that sensitive communication
(like sending passport copies) should not happen via standard, un-
secured email. In addition, email encryption tools have repeatedly
been shown to suffer from a variety of usability and user interface
issues [e.g., 12, 14, 18, 23, 31, 34] that can get in the way of (correct)
usage. One of the biggest challenges concerning usability is how to
facilitate usable key management [29].

2.1 The key management problem
To encrypt emails, users need a public/private key pair. Obtaining
and managing these keys is complex, time-consuming, and error-
prone [17, 27], even more so because keys also need to be linked to
their legitimate owners. PGP, for instance, expects users to verify,
sign and thus endorse the keys of other users, thereby establishing
a so-called "Web of Trust" [33].2 In contrast, S/MIME, requires users
to obtain certificates from trusted certificate authorities that verify
the user’s identity and bind their keys to them — a complex and
time-consuming process that drives away users [14].3

Because of the usability problems with key management, re-
searchers have started to explore hiding key management details
from users [29] and automating, e.g., the generation, uploading,
and downloading of necessary keys [e.g., 4, 5, 17]. Furthermore,
compromises between usability and security, such as trusting keys
on first use but detecting and flagging subsequent changes ("key
continuity management"), have been studied [14, 15]. However,
with these new developments, new worries have started to emerge.
Specifically, it has been found that hiding key management from
users can inhibit them from understanding how the system works,
increasing the risk of mistakes and causing a lack of trust in the
system [e.g., 17, 24, 28]. Furthermore, even though key manage-
ment automation brings benefits, most usability issues around key
1Yivi (formerly known as IRMA) has been a prime example for these plans.
2This can happen, e.g., at so-called physical ‘Keysigning Parties’ where users can check
each other’s identities and keys physically.
3What is more, self-signed certificates and certificates by untrusted/unknown authori-
ties leave users with the difficult decision of whether or not to trust the certificates [20].

management remain unaddressed [29]. Open issues include, e.g.,
key verification (making sure the keys belong to the right person),
key revocation (revoking lost or compromised keys and moving
on to new keys), managing more than one key pair (e.g., for mul-
tiple email addresses), backup of keys, synchronization of keys
between different devices, and users’ understanding of key-based
systems [29].

2.2 The mental model mismatch
Key management introduces a complexity that – judging from
existing research into peoples’ mental models of encryption – does
not align with preconceived notions that average users have about
encryption/decryption.

Insights into how users expect encryption to work can be found
in the work by Wu and Zappala [35], who (via interviews and a
diagramming exercise) identified four mental models of encryption.
While these vary in complexity, all identified models see encryption
as a form ‘access control’. The most simple model entirely reduces
encryption to access control and, e.g., does not include any notions
of data being transformed or keys being used. In contrast, more
complex models include the notion of a ‘shared secret’ or key that is
needed. However, these models coincide well with a symmetric en-
cryption model, where (rather than dealing with public/private key
pairs) one shared secret/key is used for encryption and decryption.
These observations lead Wu and Zappala [35, p. 404] to conclude
that "getting users to understand public and private keys–even
from a functional perspective–seems an uphill battle" and suggest
that the "[...] common perception of encryption as access control
can be useful in the right contexts. Because it was shared by all our
participants, even those with the most simple mental models, it can
serve as a lowest common denominator model off which to build,
and is likely a useful and intuitive abstraction in certain use cases".

More evidence for an ‘access control’ mental model is provided
by Abu-Salma et al. [1], who found that half to two-thirds of their
125 respondents in a survey had partially correct mental models
of E2EE – in particular “that it prevents third-party access and/or
limits access to just the sender and recipient” (p. 7).4

While it would be rushed to assume that the general population
shares an ‘access control’ mental model at large,5 we believe the ap-
proach based on access control is worth pursuing in the context of
email encryption. Thus, PostGuard reduces encryption to identify-
ing who should be able to access the data and consequently reduces
decryption to authentication. To this end, PostGuard builds on two
technologies that (when combined), can achieve this well: identity-
based encryption and attribute-based identity management.

2.3 Identity-based encryption
An important technical breakthrough towards usable encryption
has been Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) – originally proposed
by Shamir [30] but matured since Boneh and Franklin [7] and Boneh

4However, somewhat contradictory, only one-quarter of the respondents believed that
no one aside from the sender and recipient could access the communications with
their hypothetical E2EE tool.
5Based on interviews with 60 participants, Abu-Salma et al. [2] report somewhat
different mental models. Participants, e.g., mistake encryption with the encoding of
data, describe it as something that makes conversations ‘invisible’ or that transforms
a message into random text or as a special language.
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and Boyen [6]. Here, a public key can be derived automatically using
a master public key together with some publicly available identifier
of the intended recipient, like an email address or a national identifi-
cation number. Deriving these end-user public keys can happen by
the email client, making sure that an end-user only needs to know
the recipient’s email address to send an encrypted message. The
owner of the target email address (the recipient of the encrypted
message) can obtain the corresponding private key from a trusted
key server, acting as a Trusted Third Party (TTP) that hosts the
Private-Key Generator (PKG). This is a major step forward since
people no longer have to generate keypairs themselves.

2.4 Attribute-based identity management
The use of IBE in itself only solves half of the key management
problem, since people still have to be able to reliably prove their
identity to the TTP to claim their private key needed to decrypt
messages. This is where the mobile app Yivi [22] (formerly known
as IRMA [21]) comes in – as an open source platform for attribute-
based authentication.6 This app takes the form of a digital wallet,
which can be filled with verified (and signed) information about
the user (e.g., name, address, date of birth, phone number and email
address), by obtaining these from trusted issuers (e.g., a munic-
ipality).7Users can then use this verified information, so-called
attributes, to reliably prove that a name, address, date of birth,
phone number, email address, etc., is theirs. After doing so, they
can obtain the corresponding private key from the TTP to decrypt
messages that have been encrypted for them using the public keys
corresponding to these attributes.

The PostGuard project thus leverages Yivi to reduce decryption
to authentication. The underlying mental model is: in order to see
confidential information, you need to prove that you really are
the intended recipient. This is the core idea behind PostGuard –
and it also sets PostGuard apart from existing IBE systems, such
as PWN [28] and its’ two successors PWN 2.0 [25] and Message-
Guard [26]. Both PWN and PWN 2.0 use a form of email-based
authentication [13], where users do not have to do anything to au-
thenticate themselves – access to their emails is all they need. Mes-
sageGuard modularly supports different key management schemes.
Its IBE setting also leverages email-based authentication but re-
quires users to first create an account before encrypting and de-
crypting emails.

3 POSTGUARD
In the following, we describe the general setup, the implementation,
and the design of PostGuard.

3.1 General setup and flow
The PostGuard setup and session flow are depicted in Figure 1,
describing a scenario where Alice sends an encrypted email to
Bob, who subsequently decrypts the message. We assume that Bob

6The Yivi app was originally called IRMA and grew out of earlier research at Radboud
University. It is now being rolled out via the spin-off foundation Privacy by Design
(https://privacybydesign.foundation) and SIDN (https://www.sidn.nl), two cooperating
non-profit foundations. The app is a precursor of the newly proposed ‘European Digital
Identity Wallet’.
7For Yivi, this information is only stored locally on the user’s phone. It is not shared
with the foundations behind Yivi and is not stored ’in the cloud’.

already has the Yivi app (filled with the necessary attributes) and
that both Alice and Bob have installed the PostGuard add-on in
advance. (However, Bob can also install the tools upon receiving
encrypted emails.) We furthermore assume that the TTP runs the
PKG and a Yivi server.

During the PKGs initial setup phase, it generates a master public
key (mpk) andmaster secret key (msk) 0○ . When users subsequently
install PostGuard, the add-on obtains thempk from the PKGwithout
user interaction 1○ . To send an encrypted mail, Alice specifies the
identity of the recipient 2○ . Her PostGuard add-on uses the mpk
and this identity of the recipient to encrypt the email message,
which is then sent to Bob 3○ . When Bob receives the mail, his
PostGuard add-on requests the user secret key (usk) from the PKG
4○ . The PKG subsequently initiates a disclosure session at the
Yivi server that enables Bob to prove his identity 5○ . The session
information is passed on to Bob, via a QR code displayed by his add-
on 6○ . Bob scans the QR code with the Yivi app and discloses the
attributes that fit the specified identity to the Yivi server. (With this,
Bob authenticates himself as the intended recipient) 7○ . The PKG
detects whether Bob successfully disclosed the requested attributes
to the Yivi server 8○ . If so, it uses the msk and Bob’s identity
to extract the user secret key (usk) for the specified identity and
sends the resulting usk to Bob’s PostGuard add-on 9○ . Finally,
the PostGuard add-on decrypts the ciphertext using the usk and
displays the plain text to Bob 10○ .

3.2 Implementation
We have implemented a proof of concept that illustrates that this
setup is practical. Our implementation is modular and consists of
several components. For end-users, we have developed a Thunder-
bird add-on and an Outlook add-on to encrypt and decrypt emails. In
addition, we offer a fallback website (see https://postguard.eu) that
allows users to decrypt emails without an add-on. At the core, we
have developed libraries for encrypting data streams of arbitrary
length for an identity using IBE. A key component within any IBE
system is the Private Key Generator, a server that is responsible
for providing keys to clients. Even though the PKG uses Yivi as
the primary authentication method since it closely integrates with
IBE, we enable the community to implement other authentication
modules which might suit their needs. The core libraries and PKG
were developed in Rust. As a result, we can compile the client li-
brary to WebAssembly (WASM), which can run in a sandboxed
environment in most modern browsers, providing a performant
and easy-to-use interface for client-side encryption in web appli-
cations. All components are open source and available on GitHub
(https://github.com/encryption4all).

By putting these components together and hosting our own Yivi
server, we have a basic infrastructure for sending and receiving
encrypted emails using PostGuard. Running it only requires keep-
ing these servers (and plugins) active and up to date. However,
development is ongoing, and the current implementation still has
limitations (see section 4).

https://privacybydesign.foundation
https://www.sidn.nl
https://postguard.eu
https://github.com/encryption4all
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Figure 1: General setup and flow. User actions are depicted in dark red. Automated actions are depicted in a lighter red.

3.3 Design
PostGuard is designed iteratively, using input from five project
partners in the domains of health, education, government and cy-
bersecurity. In addition, four external user experience experts and
three external behavioural science/design for behavioural change
experts have inspected an earlier clickable prototype of PostGuard
(and other email encryption tools) with a heuristic evaluation, as
part of our effort to formulate design principles for actual secu-
rity [8]. Consequently, we have used their feedback on PostGuard
and the resulting general principles to guide the design of Post-
Guard. (Feedback from potential users is currently obtained with
usability tests.)

In order to allow users to integrate encryption into their existing
email workflows, we offer add-ons for popular email clients. By
now, we have a first functional prototype for Thunderbird (which
is customizable and allows us to design and implement the tool
as envisioned) and Outlook (which comes with more constraints
but is much more commonly used). The two add-ons work slightly
differently when it comes to encrypting emails. In the following,
we focus on the Thunderbird version, which resembles our vision
more closely.

Figure 2: PostGuard in Thunderbird (switched on).

Encryption. When composing a mail with Thunderbird, PostGuard
encryption can be toggled on and off in the PostGuard bar that has
been added to the compose window (see Figure 2).When encryption
is turned on, PostGuard automatically uses the recipient’s email
address as the identity for encryption. This means that aside from
toggling on encryption, the sender has to take no special action to
send an encrypted email.

Figure 3: Attribute selection process.

If desired, the sender can optionally choose additional attributes
of the recipient and, e.g., specify the recipient’s name and/or birth-
day (or other properties) in addition to the email address. This can
be done in the access management window (see Figure 3), which
opens when a user clicks ‘manage access’ in the top right of the
PostGuard bar. For each recipient, the email address is automat-
ically added as an attribute for encryption. The sender then can
select and specify additional properties/attributes of the recipients.
This can prevent data breaches when an email is accidentally sent
to the wrong person (see section 1) or when a mailbox is accessed
by someone who is not the recipient. In such cases, the unintended
recipient cannot disclose the additional attributes and is not be able
to decrypt the mail (see below).

Decryption. Figure 4 illustrates the decryption process. When the
recipient chooses to decrypt an encrypted mail, a pop-up from
PostGuard opens with a QR code (1). Next, the recipient needs to
open their Yivi app and scan the QR code (2), agree to disclose
all of the requested attributes (3), and upon doing so, the mail is
decrypted by the add-on (4).

Note that to decrypt a message, mere knowledge of the values
of the required attributes is not enough. Just like a person needs
to show their ID card to pick up a package at the local post office,
users need to show/disclose their Yivi attributes to prove they are
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Figure 4: Decrypting emails with PostGuard and the Yivi app (formerly known as IRMA)

the intended recipient (e.g., show that they have a certain name or
mobile number rather than that they know it).

As scanning the QR code to disclose one’s attributes for every
single encrypted mail can quickly become annoying, we have taken
measures, so users only need to do this once every 24 hours. This
trade-off between usability and security will be fine-tuned based
on user feedback, and users will be able to change this in their
PostGuard settings.

4 DISCUSSION, STATUS, AND FUTUREWORK
To the best of our knowledge, PostGuard is the first IBE solution that
integrates an identity wallet for authentication, not only technically
but also conceptually. Thanks to this, neither the sender nor the
recipient is bothered with managing encryption keys. Instead, users
manage personal attributes (e.g., their name, date of birth, or email
address) in a separate digital wallet app (similar to how identity
cards and driver’s licenses are kept in physical wallets). In this sense,
PostGuard has re-defined the complex key management problem
as an identity management problem, which can easily be solved
with Yivi (or other future identity wallets). Furthermore, users need
no complex mental model of encryption to understand and use
PostGuard. Rather, they are confronted with the intuitive tasks
of specifying who should be able to read the emails they send
and proving that they are eligible to read the emails they receive.
Thus, PostGuard has shifted the focus from the foreign and difficult-
to-grasp concept of encryption to the more intuitive concept of
access control and, similarly, reduced decryption to the more familiar
concept of authentication.

The major goal of this project is to make email encryption user-
friendly. We are currently conducting usability tests. As part of
this, we are investigating how the integration of an identity wallet
app in an identity-based encryption process affects usability, user
understanding, trust, adoption, and perceived security. In particular,
we are interested in whether our system indeed aligns well with
users’ mental models. A question to explore in this context is how
to deal with the possibility of decrypted emails being forwarded,
as this might challenge the idea that only intended recipients can
read a mail. Furthermore, we are looking into how using Yivi and

a TTP affects trust (e.g., are users cautious of disclosing their in-
formation to the TTP?), and how the additional steps required to
set up PostGuard impact usability (e.g., are users willing to accept
the effort and time needed for encryption and decryption?). In the
future, we plan to also compare PostGuard to existing alternatives
(e.g., PGP and S/MIME, PWN 2.0) in terms of usability and security.
Also, more technical work on the threat model, the trust/security
model and PostGuards security properties is planned.

A great advantage of the proposed setup (as well as IBE in gen-
eral) is that people can send encrypted emails to an acquaintance,
even if this acquaintance has never performed any measures to re-
ceive encrypted emails – thus solving the "chicken and egg problem"
of other PKI-based systems, where "most users will not perform
key management until they have received an encrypted email, and
users cannot receive an encrypted email until they perform key
management" [28, p .2]. However, finding an encrypted mail in
one’s inbox that requires one to install an app and an add-on to
read it can still be overwhelming. In the future, we plan to explore
how this onboarding procedure can be supported more, e.g., by
involving the communication partner in this process.

By default, PostGuard only uses the recipient’s email address
as an identity for the encryption. A disadvantage of this setting is
that anyone with access to the recipient’s email inbox (including
partners or email service providers) can decrypt the recipient’s
emails.8 Hence, the default setting does not prevent emails that
are sent to the wrong person from being read. To address this, we
have implemented the optional usage of additional attributes. We
plan to explore how and when to encourage their use. In addition,
we wish to explore user experience design strategies that can pre-
vent mistakes in the recipient selection process, both when using
PostGuard and in general.

For security purists, the fact that a TTP is involved could be
considered a no-go. Indeed, the TTP is a single point of failure
and needs to be trusted. However, using a TTP comes with great
usability benefits due to its automatic key management. In future
research, we wish to address the risks associated with using a TTP.
8The reason for this limitation is that if someone has access to the recipient’s emails,
they can also use this access to load the email-attribute needed for the decryption
process into their Yivi app. Note that this limitation is shared by IBE-based systems
that rely on email-based authentication, such as Pwm 2.0 [25].
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For instance, we plan to extend our system with the possibility of
distributing trust by having PKGs employed under the control of
different organisations. (Adida et al. [3] show how PKGs could be
distributed per mail provider domain.) Also, we plan to increase
availability, i.e., if one PKG instance becomes unavailable, a sec-
ondary PKG will automatically become available.

Our add-ons do not (yet) support encrypting emails for recipients
in the BCC nor the decryption of forwarded emails. These features
are on the road map. In addition, we wish to give users the ability to
decide whether plain text copies of emails should be stored on the
server of their email provider and to customize other user settings,
such as whether to encrypt emails by default. Furthermore, more
add-ons, e.g., for web clients like Gmail, are planned for the medium
term.

In the longer term, a planned feature is to support digitally sign-
ing emails, as it would strengthen message integrity and guarantee
source authenticity. Because encryption and digital signatures share
the same technical foundation, we can reuse the infrastructure we
have in place. Furthermore, we plan to explore use cases where
emails are encrypted for groups with common attributes (e.g., ‘doc-
tor at a hospital’) rather than individuals.

Our proof of concept demonstrates that by combining IBE with
an identity wallet, we can build on users’ existing and intuitive
mental models of encryption. Our project leverages Yivi but is
flexible enough to support other authentication mechanisms and
different (future) identity wallets. We believe researching potential
use cases of identity wallets is a fruitful direction for future HCI
research, especially given the European Commission’s recent call
for a European digital identity.
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